SAINT MARGARET SCHOOL
2021-2022 FIRST GRADE SUPPLY LIST

Fee is included on tuition invoice
These items will be in the classroom for your child on the first day of school.

2 Highlighters (yellow)
1 Hard marble Primary Composition book
2 Hard marble Primary Journal book
2 Large pencil case (one color for entire grade)
3 Large white erasers
5 Primary triangular w/eraser pencils
2 2-pocket vinyl folders (2 different colors for classroom use)
2 Folders Vinyl – Spanish & Art
3 Pack of large 8ct Crayola Crayons
3 Dry erase markers (fine tip)
2 Large Glue Sticks
1 Scissors - blunt tip
2 Large box sets of flash cards (addition & subtraction)
1 Student dry erase board
1 Small square dry eraser

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
The following school supplies may be purchased at any local store
1 Pair of Headphones (Earbuds not allowed)
1 Stylus (if desired)

A backpack style of book bag (no wheels).
A fabric placemat or dish towel to be kept in the student’s lunchbox
All workbooks (not copybooks) are to be covered with clear contact paper. Please label all clothes and lunch boxes with your child’s first and last name